
Making haste slowly:
the response to the Shipman Inquiry?
In September this year it will be 10 years
since Shipman was arrested. He was
convicted of 15 murders in January 2000,
and by July 2002 the Shipman Inquiry had
published its first report,1 with the sixth
and final report appearing in January
2005.2 The Inquiry was given a broad
remit by the Secretary of State for Health,
and its six reports presented an enormous
number of recommendations addressing,
among other things, reform of the coroner
system, controlled drug prescribing,
death and cremation certification, patient
complaint systems, appraisal, medical
regulation, and the monitoring of GPs by
the NHS. The thousands of pages of the
Inquiry’s reports and the even greater
volume of associated transcripts and
documents on the Inquiry’s website
constitute a major body of evidence that
signals the need for change in many of the
systems underpinning clinical practice in
this country, yet the route by which
evidence is translated into policy can be
tortuous.3,4

In one of its recommendations, the
Inquiry called for investigation of methods
to monitor patterns of mortality in general
practice populations. In this issue of the
Journal, Bruce Guthrie and colleagues
provide evidence on the feasibility of
mortality monitoring.5 They used a variety
of statistical techniques with a simulated
dataset in the context of Scottish general
practices. The findings are important in
showing the limitations of monitoring,
including the high level of false alarms
and the difficulties caused by the
frequency with which doctors switch
practices. The authors conclude that
monitoring could only be a backstop, and
the primary means of detecting killings by
doctors must rest on reform of death
certification and coroner systems.
It is notable that the government has

yet to fund a comprehensive research
programme to investigate mortality
monitoring for general practice, and a
number of questions remain to be
answered. For example, more precise

predictions of the patterns of mortality to
expect in different practices could be
developed from the information on
practice populations, including morbidity
and comorbidity, now available through
Quality and Outcomes Framework data or
electronic records. In studying the
difference between observed and
expected mortality rates, precise
predictions of what to expect would
improve the sensitivity of monitoring.6

Of course, the obligation to respond to
the Inquiry does not rest on government
policymakers alone. Doctors in Hyde, the
town in Greater Manchester where
Shipman was in practice, have
themselves taken action to tighten up
completion of form C of the cremation
certificate that corroborates the cause
and circumstances of death stated by the
attending doctor.7 Some Hyde doctors
have also taken a lead in introducing
systems to allow patients direct access to
their electronic records, partly as a means
of restoring the trust of their patients.8

The regulatory body, the General
Medical Council (GMC), was found by the
Inquiry to have too often placed doctors’
interests before patient safety. The Inquiry
said that the GMC was ‘... incapable of
devising and operating its procedures and
policies from the viewpoint of patients
and patient protection’ (paragraph 18.230
Fifth Report).9 The Inquiry found that
appraisal was not sufficiently rigorous to
enable an assessment of fitness to
practise (paragraph 26.74), and that the
plans for revalidation were not in
accordance with the statutory definition of
the term and might give a false impression
to patients about the performance of
doctors (paragraph 26.186–189).
The GMC is introducing a principled

package of reforms in response to these
criticisms, including changing the
composition of its governing body and
introducing the civil standard of proof at
fitness to practise hearings when making
decisions on disputed facts.10 The
considerable criticism levelled by doctors

at the GMC of these proposals suggests
that doctors as a whole have yet to
recognise the significance of the Inquiry’s
finding that doctors (through the GMC)
have sometimes placed their own
interests before patient safety. It is time
for doctors to accept these findings as a
devastating criticism of a central feature
of professionalism, and support the GMC
in its planned reforms.
Most of the Inquiry’s recommendations

require government action, either in the
form of legislation or in new regulations,
and it is right to acknowledge that the
government has introduced, or is in the
course of introducing, a broad package of
reform. There have been significant
changes to controlled drug procedures,
consequent upon changes to the 2001
Misuse of Drugs Regulations and the
2006 Health Act, and further changes are
to follow.11 The changes include new
obligations on healthcare organisations
for self-assessment and periodic
declarations, and tighter regulations on
the requisition, administration, and
recording of controlled drugs. These
amount to substantial improvement and
should give GPs confidence about
administering these drugs when patients
need them.
The NHS complaints procedure has

undergone a number of revisions since
the publication of a consultation
document in 2001.12 Following another
period of consultation, changes have
again been proposed.13 The new
proposals are intended to simplify the
process, reduce fragmentation, improve
transparency, strengthen advocacy for
people making a complaint, and increase
accountability. The success of past
attempts to improve the complaints
process has been limited, and it is too
early to judge whether the new changes
will prove more effective.
The Inquiry’s fifth report made 109

recommendations,9 and the government’s
responses to these have been set out in a
report to parliament,14 a white paper, and
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new legislation (the Health and Social
Care Bill). Numerous changes are
underway, involving investigation of
complaints by Primary Care Trusts,
appraisal, recording and monitoring of
prescribing, practice accreditation,
procedures to enable staff to raise
concerns about colleagues, and a
package of changes for the GMC. The Bill
will establish a Care Quality Commission
with wide powers to monitor performance
and inspect providers, empower the
Secretary of State to set standards for the
NHS, and introduce reforms of regulation
of health professionals, including the
creation of an adjudication body.
With respect to reform of the coroner

service and associated changes to
cremation and death certification, which
are key to detecting unlawful killing by
health professionals,5 progress has been
slow. The Department for Constitutional
Affairs has presented a draft bill for
consultation, but the rather modest
proposals of the Bill were heavily criticised.
Consequently, further consultation on
aspects of the draft Bill is being
undertaken, and it is not clear when the
Bill will reach parliament. The Department
of Health has consulted on improving
death certification, including proposals
for creation of the post of medical
examiner to scrutinise certificates, and
introduction of a unified certification
process for both burials and cremations.
It is likely that these proposals will be
explored in pilot schemes during 2008,

but it is unclear when a new format will
eventually be introduced.
The Inquiry was probably the most

searching review of the monitoring and
regulation of doctors since the creation of
the NHS. The reforms that have followed
are breathtaking in scope and detail, and
may have provoked anxiety among many
doctors about the risk of increased
regulation, monitoring, and control. But as
yet, our profession has not debated the
meaning for us of the Inquiry’s fifth report
and how we should restore medical
professionalism, but instead has focused
most concern on the impact of largely
reasonable new government policies. Until
the Inquiry’s criticism is faced by doctors,
it will be impossible to convince
policymakers that medical professionalism
can be relied on to place patient safety
before doctors’ interests.

Richard Baker,
Head of Department and Professor of Quality in
Health Care, Department of Health Sciences,
University of Leicester, Leicester
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